The stochastic dynamics of active particles with distinct motility states is studied analytically. A theoretical framework is developed to describe a generic class of stochastic processes consisting of two states characterized by their activity coefficients and velocity distributions. The generalized activity of each state may range from being antipersistent (slower than diffusion) to persistent motion. The mean square displacement and velocity autocorrelations are obtained analytically for exponentially distributed sojourn times in each state. Various timescales for orientational correlations are characterized and the asymptotic diffusion constant is derived. It is shown how extra memory effects introduced by age-dependent switching probabilities between the states enhance the orientational correlations in non-Markovian processes with power-law sojourn time distributions. [3, 4] , and motion of molecular motors along cytoskeleton [5] . While simple combinations of stochastic processes-such as a ballistic flight and a pure diffusion-have been widely employed to capture some of the specific features of these systems [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , a more complete theoretical framework is necessary for identifying the universal transport properties of multi-state active processes in general.
The stochastic dynamics of active particles with distinct motility states is studied analytically. A theoretical framework is developed to describe a generic class of stochastic processes consisting of two states characterized by their activity coefficients and velocity distributions. The generalized activity of each state may range from being antipersistent (slower than diffusion) to persistent motion. The mean square displacement and velocity autocorrelations are obtained analytically for exponentially distributed sojourn times in each state. Various timescales for orientational correlations are characterized and the asymptotic diffusion constant is derived. It is shown how extra memory effects introduced by age-dependent switching probabilities between the states enhance the orientational correlations in non-Markovian processes with power-law sojourn time distributions. Active transport processes with distinct motility states are ubiquitous in nature. Examples include swimming of bacterial [1] , migration of dendritic cells [2] , searching for specific target sites by DNA-binding proteins [3, 4] , and motion of molecular motors along cytoskeleton [5] . While simple combinations of stochastic processes-such as a ballistic flight and a pure diffusion-have been widely employed to capture some of the specific features of these systems [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , a more complete theoretical framework is necessary for identifying the universal transport properties of multi-state active processes in general.
A pertinent example is the bacterial dynamics, often modeled as (ballistic) run phases interrupted by periods of diffusion or random reorientation events, the so-called run-and-tumble dynamics [13] [14] [15] [16] . The run trajectories are however curved and the run-phase persistency, duration, and speed vary with structural properties of bacteria or in response to environmental changes [1, 17, 18] . Moreover, tumbling is not a pure diffusion but rather an active phase with a reduced persistency as the flagellar bundles are only partially disrupted (thus there remains a weak swimming power to proceed forward) [18, 19] . Therefore, to provide a full description of the bacterial dynamics-such as the decay of orientational correlations which affects their chemotaxis and search efficiency [20] [21] [22] -a simplified ballistic-diffusive model is inadequate and a combination of two processes with arbitrary activity is required which is technically challenging.
The existing models often deal with constant transition probabilities between the states leading to exponential sojourn-time distributions (as observed e.g. for the run and tumble statistics of E. coli [23, 24] ). However, power-law distributions have also been reported (e.g. for the switching of the rotation direction of flagellar motors [25, 26] or the run time of swarming bacteria [27] ), which evidence age-dependent switching probabilities [28, 29] . To design optimal navigation and taxis in non-Markovian active processes, a quantitative understanding of the influence of such memory effects on the orientational correlation lengths is still lacking.
In this work we develop a general theoretical framework to combine active processes with arbitrary selfpropulsions and velocity distributions, which enables us to derive exact analytical expressions for the velocity autocorrelation function and the time evolution of arbitrary moments of displacement such as the mean square displacement (MSD). We identify several timescales for orientational correlations, set by the self-propulsions and the transition probabilities between the states. We show that additional memory effects introduced by agedependent transitions between the states change the form of the sojourn-time distributions and enhance the orientational correlations. The results are also applicable to multi-state passive processes such as chromatography, transport in amorphous materials, and clogging dynamics in granular media and microbial populations [30, 31] .
We consider a stochastic active process with two distinct states of motility, characterized by velocity distributions F j (v) and activity coefficients a j (j∈{I, II}). We work with a discrete-time process, since the experimental trajectories often comprise a regularly recorded set of particle positions. The directional changes between successive time intervals of random walk construct a turningangle distribution R j (φ) for each state [32, 33] from which the activity a j , a generalized self-propulsion, can be obtained as a j = π −π dφ e iφ R j (φ). For symmetric turningangle distributions with respect to the arrival direction, a j = cos φ is a real number ranging within [−1, 1], with negative, zero and positive values representing sub-, ordinary and super-diffusive dynamics (a j =−1 for pure localization and 1 for ballistic motion). Stochastic transitions between the states occur with asymmetric probabilities f I→II and f II→I . When switching to a new state, the walker changes its direction according to turning-angle distributions R I→II (φ) and R II→I (φ) for transition from state I to II and vice versa, respectively; see Fig. 1 
(a).
Constant switching probabilities.-The transitions between the states with constant probabilities f I→II and f II→I . Here, we study an active motion in 2D for brevity but nonetheless extension to 3D is straightforward (see e.g. [34] for 3D treatment of a single-state active process). By introducing the conditional probability density functions P I t (x, y|γ) and P II t (x, y|γ) to find the walker at position (x, y) along the direction γ at time t in each of the motility phases, the state of the system at successive time intervals t−∆t and t is given
(with x ′ =x−v∆t cos γ, y ′ =y−v∆t sin γ). The temporal evolution of the stochastic process can be described as
with M being the transition matrix
By introducing the Fourier-z-transform of the probability density function P t (x, y|γ) as [35] P (z, k|m)= j∈{I,II}
we obtain the master equations (1) in z-Fourier space and expand them in powers of k (where (k, α) is the polar representation of k). Next we collect all terms with the same power in k to obtain a solvable set of coupled equations for the q-th expansion coefficients Q j q (z, α|m). This powerful analytical technique enables us to derive an exact expression for any arbitrary moment of the distribution, such as x q (z), using the corresponding expansion coefficients: 0|0) . We obtain the following exact expression for the MSD
iφ R j→j ′ (φ), and
is the probability of initially starting in state j (P 2), we find that the lengthy exact expression of x 2 (t) consists of exponentially-decaying and linear terms with t as well as time-independent terms. The initial condition P j 0 influences the time-independent and exponentiallydecaying terms of the MSD, thus, diversifies the anomalous dynamics on short time scales. However, the Markov process of transitions between the two states exponentially approaches the steady probabilities P
with the characteristic time t s = −1/ ln |1−f I→II −f II→I |. In the following we choose P j 0 =P j s , i.e. an initially equilibrated system. While this choice reduced the complexity of the shorttime dynamics by excluding the role of the initial conditions of motion, Fig. 1(b) shows that a wide range of different types of anomalous dynamics is still observed on varying the key parameters (The results of extensive Monte Carlo simulations agree perfectly with analytical calculations). The shape of MSD profiles strongly depends on the choice of activities a j and switching probabilities. The velocity heterogeneities nontirvially push the initial slope toward the ordinary diffusion line by increasing the role of the linear terms of the MSD. When the motion in one or both states is strongly antipersistent, an oscillatory dynamics at short timescales emerges [36] . In some parameter regimes, the exponential terms of the MSD rapidly decay and time-independent terms develop a plateau regime over intermediate timescales. Also note that the profiles for different initial conditions P j 0 merge at long times, when the crossover to asymptotic diffusive dynamics occurs.
The transient dynamics is of particular interest as the time window of experiments is practically limited. The initial part of the MSD can be fitted to a power-law r 2 (t)∼t ν to derive the initial anomalous exponent
For a single-state active motion, it reduces to ν=1 + ln(1+a) ln 2 [32] . The phase diagrams in Fig. 1(c) represent the variations of ν in the parameters space. The onset of oscillatory dynamics can be identified by setting ν=0.
Asymptotic dynamics.-The long-term dynamics is diffusion since the walker gradually loses its memory of the initial direction and state of motion, and the trajectory eventually gets randomized (The probability densities were shown to follow an asymptotic Gaussian form [37] ). We find that the MSD exponentially converges to the asymptotic diffusive regime
with characteristic times t c ± =
by the probabilities f j→j ′ and turning measures R j→j ′ at switchings, as well as the activity coefficients a j as shown in Fig. 1(d) . The crossover time to the asymptotic regime is controlled by the longest characteristic time and can vary by several orders of magnitude within the relevant control parameter ranges. Other parameters may also be influential, since in general the prefactors b i depend on all parameters including the first two moments of the velocities v j and the initial conditions P j 0 . The asymptotic diffusion constant can be obtained as as originally showed by Lennard-Jones for surface diffusion with traps [38] . D ∞ is independent of the initial conditions P j 0 in general, implying that the history of the process is only carried by exponential and time-independent terms of the MSD that are negligible at long times as the linear term eventually dominates. The broad applicability of our formalism enables us to make generic predictions about the dynamics of various systems. For instance, in Fig. 1(f) we show how far increasing the sharp directional change at switching from tumble to run (commonly observed in bacterial dynamics [1, 18] ) helps the bacteria to randomize their path. A stronger kick can decrease the characteristic time to the asymptotic diffusion and D ∞ even by more than 20% upon varying the relevant parameters, which substantially affects the first-passage properties, thus, their ability to efficiently explore the environment.
Velocity autocorrelations.-The orientational memory of the active particles can be quantitatively studied through the velocity autocorrelation function [39] . By introducing the orientation vectorû(t)= cos γ t sin γ t and the probability density h j t (γ) to be in the state j with the orientation γ at time t, we construct a set of master equations for h j t (γ) similar to Eq. (1) with the transition
solve it in Fourier space recursively to obtain the normalized correlation function
with L=
and H = (λ II −λ I ) 2 +C. Equation (6) reduces to a t for a singlestate active motion [40] . The temporal scale of correlations is set by the characteristic times t c± which depend strongly on the activity coefficients a j and switching probabilities f j→j ′ [as shown in Fig. 1(d)] . A strong anti-persistency of the slow phase leads to oscillations (see Fig. 2 ). The correlation function also depends on the initial conditions P j 0 -through the prefactors of the exponential terms in Eq. (6)-and possesses two inflection points when the timescales t c+ and t c− are well separated.
Age-dependent transitions.-Next we investigate how memory effects in non-Markovian stochastic processes with age-dependent switching probabilities change the temporal scale of orientational correlations. Here we consider inverse dependence on the age
, which results in a power-law distribu- 
for the sojourn time [see inset of Fig. 3 ]. The Fourier transform of the probability density h j,τ t (γ) to find the particle in the state j with age τ and orientation γ at time t can be numerically determined by recursively solving
The normalized velocity autocorrelation is then accessible: cos(γ t −γ 0 ) = dγ cos(γ−γ 0 ) 1 2π dm e −imγ h t (m). Figure 3 reveals that inverse age-dependence of transition probabilities lead to stronger orientational correlations which can enhance the temporal scale of correlations by orders of magnitude.
We developed an analytical framework which provides a quantitative link between the characteristics of particle dynamics in a general two-state active motion to macroscopically observable transport properties. The method can be straightforwardly extended to multistate random walks. We disentangled the combined effects of activities, velocities, and switching statistics on the moments of displacement and velocity correlations in processes with exponentially distributed sojourn times. We identified various timescales for the decay of the orientational memory and showed that an inverse dependence of the transition probability on the age of the state enhances the temporal scales of correlations. The broad applicability of our approach enables one to study the correlations in other classes of non-Markovian stochastic processes with different functionalities for the age dependence of transition probabilities. By varying the influential parameters the correlation lengths change by several orders of magnitude, which dramatically affects the ability of the active particle to efficiently explore the environment. Thus, our approach has far-reaching implications particularly for the design of optimal taxis, navigation, and search strategies in active systems.
